Building confidence in the cloud

OpSource increases customer confidence and operational excellence with Intel® server and storage technologies

COMPANY
OpSource provides cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and managed hosting solutions that enable businesses to accelerate growth, scale operations, control costs, and reduce IT infrastructure support risks. OpSource data centers maintain numerous security certifications and are located in California, Virginia, England, Ireland, and India.

CHALLENGE
OpSource needs data center technologies that deliver outstanding performance on a wide range of enterprise workloads while helping the company optimize its data centers and maintain affordable pricing. To increase customers’ trust in the cloud, OpSource focuses on a defense-in-depth security strategy and a foundation of highly-regarded technologies.

SOLUTION

BENEFITS
With Intel server and storage technologies, OpSource delivers the performance, scale, and reliability its enterprise customers need, giving them the confidence to bring their workloads into the cloud. OpSource also increases density and reduces power costs, a major component of the operating budget. The Intel Xeon processor E7 family will provide additional performance, density, and security capabilities for the virtual environment while further improving power management. “We buy based on power, and Intel’s power cost per CPU is outstanding,” says Rowell.

Find a solution that is right for your organization. Contact your Intel representative or visit Intel’s Business Success Stories for IT Managers at www.intel.com/itcasestudies